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2ABSTRACT
l,argtiscalc Clso maps show that be Taurus hlolecular C1O U CI 1 (rJ’hlCl) has
t
\’” llch extmds about 12’ by at least 35’. The
numerous cores located along a ridge“ w
corm traced by (’lso arc w few arcmin (0.1 - 0.2 pc) in extent, typically contain about
0.5-3 .MO, allcl arc probably gravitationally bound. JVC present a detailed study of the
small scale fragnlelltary structure of one of thes~ cores, called core 1) within TMC1
)
using very high spectral and spatial resc]lution nlaps of CCS and CS. “1’hc CCS lines
arc exccllcnt tracers for investigating the density, tenlpcratllre and velocity structure
in dense cores. ‘J’he high spectral resolution, 0.008 km S-l, data consist mainly of
sillgle’’dish, Nyquist--$amplcd maps of CCS at 2? GHz, with 15” s])atial resolution
taken with N.LISA’S 70’IY} IISN antenna at Golds tone. “1’he hig,h spatial resolution
spectral line Inaps \vere made with the J7LA (9” resolution) at 22 (;l Iz and with the
OVRO millilneter alray in CCS and CS at 93 GIIz and 9S Gllz, respcctivcly, with 6“
resolution. These nla])s ale supplemented with single’’dish observations of CCS and
CC3’lS spectra at :33 Gllz using a N.-ISA 34’n) DSN antenna, CC’S 93 Gllz, C3”1S (2-1)
ancl C]80 ( l-O) single clisll obscrvatiorls Inac]e with tl~e .L\rJ’&7’ Ilell I,aboratories 7n~
antenna,
Our high spectral and spatia~ CCS and CS ]naps s}ioiv that core 1) is highly
fragmented. l’he single’dish CCS observations Il]ap out several clumps which range
in size from WL15° to 90” (0.03 to 0.06 pc). These clumljs have very narrow intrinsic
lincwiclths, 0.11 to 0.25 km s-l, slightly larger than tile tl[errna] line width for CCS at
10 K, and masses about 0.03 to 0.2 I\ JO. interferometer observations of some of these
clumps show that they have considerable additional internal structure, consisting of
several condensations ranging in size from * 10” to 30” ( 0.007 to 0.021 pc), also with
narrow ]inewidths. 7’he mass of these smallest fragments can I)e constrained to lie in
the range 0.005 to 0.0,5 ,llo. l’he small ‘scale strllctures traced by CCS appear to be
gravitationally unbound by a large amount. Most of these objects have masses that
fall below those of the putative proto-brown dwarfs (< 0.1 :\/E ). The presence of many
small gravitationally unbound clulnps suggests that frag;me]ltation mechanisms other
than a. purely Jeans gravitational instability may be importa]lt for the dynamics of
these cold dense co]es.
Subject headinus: protostar formation - rnolccular cloud cc)rcs - molecules
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1.

I1ltrocluction

The overall structure of molecular clouds is self-similar ov~r a rallgc of masses which is at
least 1-1000 Mc) ( l~algaronc, Phillips & Walker 1991). The observed ],arson ( 1981) power-law
relationship between tlIe spectral lincwiclth and the size of clouds, AP’(kin s–l) x R(pc)05.
strongly suggests that macroturbulcnt (supersonic) motions govern tllc structure of these clouds at
larger scald (Micsch & Dally ]991). Un{ler these conditions AVtu, b >> Al~h,,.,,lal. where Al~h,.,,,~(
~ 0.5 to 1.0 km S-l is the order of the sc)und s])ecd of Tl]oleclllar hyd[ogc[~ under typical interstellar
cloud conditions. l’hroughout this range in AV, the Iclatio[lsllil) bctw’cc[~ Inass. lincwidth, and
size is roughly consistent witil the virial theorem (Myers et al, 19!11: ‘1’atcmatsli et al. L993),
which is to say that gravitational and pressure forces are comparable.
in the cores of cold dense C 1 O U CI S a differe]~t set c)f conditions ]Jrcvails as t}lere arc many
examples of linewidths measured with trace niolecu]es. CO, CS, Nils, II C3AT, that are narro;vcr
than the thermal Iincwidth of nlolccu]ar hydrogen at 10 K. 1]~ these cases the velocity field is .
mainly thermal and has a small non-thermal colnpclnellt ;vhich is probably due to tnicroturbulent
(subsonic) motions, but ccluld have contributicjlls fronl s~st~~[]i~tic nlotio]l (rotation and infall). In
the cores where AP~ti,~ < JVt~,,,,,~/ l.llcir supl)ort is ruain]y tllerlllal pressure.
In a turbulent mcdilln~, the smallest scale in the self-similarity occurs wllerc dissipation
becomes the dolninant process. Extrapolating the Larson velocity-size relationship to the point
where the velocity dispersion equa]s the thcrll”lal lil[ewidth of mo]ccular h~drOgeIl yields a scale
of about 0.15 pc, or a typical size of a “Myers” core. Whi]e there is no @riori reason why the
l.arson scaling law should be valid in this regime, the results of IDullcr ,K Myers ( 1993) seem to
indicate that this relationship can be extended down to much narrower lines and smaller regions
about 0.02-0.03 pc (4200-6200 AU). Indeed I<itamura ct al. ( 1992) have suggested that most of
the turbulent energy in the nearby quiescent ~’aurus Lloleclllar Cloud-1 C (1’MC- 1 C) is at about
this scale, 0.03 pc,
These observations of small’’scale thcrtnal features raise some ilIlpOI’tallt questions regarding
the structure and velocity dispersion in cold cores. JVl\at are the n)cchanisms for fragmentation
and formation of ])rotostars? IIow is turbulence generated and dissipated{’ and how does the
transition from macro- to microturbulcnce, and finally to p~]rely thermal velocity dispersion take
place; What decides the final state leading to, m[d the ]nass of, a })rotostar? What is the Io\v.-mass
,,
cutoff in for the initial Inass function (IL4F) a,l[d are tllerc’ brown dtvarfs with mass < 0.08 MO?
1’o address these issues we need extensive observations of the physical conditions in cloud cores
over a large range of spatial scales.
In the classical }Ioyle (1953) picture of protostar formation, hierarchical gravitational
fragmentation takes place by Jeans’ instability until a small enough mass is reached whereby
further fragmentation halts (cf. Spitzer 196S). One problem with this model is that the fragments
do not separate out in purely spherical collapse (cf. Nlonaghan & l,attanzio 1991). This ~node]

4also dots not explain the I.arson relation between size and ~’[’locity dispersion, o: the number of
clumps as a function of size (cf. }Villiams et al. 1994) in intrrstcllar clouds. By including outward
rotation IIcnriksen & Turner ( 19S4) have pro]josed tIlat the Larson relationship arises from the
scaling of a compressible turbulellt fluid driven by gravity and al~glllar-r[~oltlel~t~ll~l transfer, In
col)trast to such dynamical models, steady state models based on a balance bet\veen gravitational
fragmentation of large clumps and coalescence of small ollcs (Na!iallo 19S4) purport to explain
the mass spectruln of fragments observed in large molecular cloud structures (cf. Williams et
al. 1994). IIowever it is not obvious that such models apply to tbc colder, less massive clouds
or cloud complexes, such as the Taurus Molecular Cloud co]nplex, llurray et al. ( 1993) have
suggested that fragmentation by thermal instabilities and coalescence of fragments are important
mechanisms in the forlnation of galaxies, star clusters. and individual stars. tVhile such thermal
instabilities arise readily in the cliffuse ISkI where diffclent coolants ill high and low density atomic
gas can maintain a large contrast in temperature, it is IIot obvious tliat such states can be achieved
in molecular gas where the teml)era, ture contrast is 10IV in dif~erelit gas densities.
Nearby cloud co[nplexes afford us an excellent opportunity to stlldy models of cloud evolution.
fragnlentatioll and protostar formation. Ground-breaking Ivor!i on these cloud cores was done by
h’lyers and his associates (e.g) Jlyers & Bellsc)[l 1983; Rensoli & ll)ers 19S9; JIyers et al. 1991;
Fuller & Myers 1992; hlyers & l~uller 1!392; Fuller & Myers 19913: Goodlnall et al, 1993). lIowever
to study the small scale structures within the cores w~’ need to rlleas~lre with suitable resolution
the density, temperature, and velocity field of the structures in (ierlse cloud cores. In addition,
analysis of the che]nical composition is important for understanding the evolution of protostellar
regions. Such studies of structure and chemical cc]m]]ositioll of these cores in nearby clouds
requirei spatial resolution from ,5” to 45” appropriate for a wide ralige of scale sizes and a spectral
resolution < 0.03 km s-~~ necessary to resolve thermal widths of ble]ided velocity components.
One of the best-studied regions of fragmentation and protostar formation is the dark cloud
TMCl in “J’aurus. It has been mapped at moderate r(>solution, 5’, in 13C0, ClsO, and II CO+
(Duvert, Ccrnicharo, & Baudry 1!386), at F- 7 in 11’3CO+ (Gudlil,, l,a,~ger, & W i l s o n 1!3$32),
CS (Snell, I,anger, & Frelking 19S2), IIC3N and N113 (Tone et al. 19S1) and at higher spatial
resolution - 4,5” in lIC7N (olano et al. 19SS). All these rna])s slloiv ‘1’hICl has several moderate.
size cores about 3’ in dialneter. Six cores were identified in tile spatial-velocity CS maps (Snell
et a~ 19S2) and CCS maps (lIirahara et al. 1992). l’l~ese Myers’ cc)res (cf. Myers et al. 1991)
with size wO.16 pc (3’-4’ in diameter at the distance to Thl(; ) have typical masses ml to 2 M@
assuming an average density F-104 cm-:{ as suggested by CS observatiolls (Snell et al. 19S2).
lIowever, our understanding of the smaller~calc structures in ‘1’hlCl (cf. IIirahara etal. 1992)
\“,
i ave been ]ilnited by the paucity of high spatial resollltion observations and also the confusion
that arises from the complex velocity field in this regi(,n as indicated by the line shapes of various
tracers (cf. ]IC3N spectra by ‘1’olle et al. 19S] ). IIere wc exterld the study of the features in
1’MC1 to slnall scale by spectral line mapping of one (If its cores, called core D by IIirahara et al.
(1992) and fragn~ent-C by Snell et al. (1!382) in CCS and CS down to about 6“ with high spectral

5-resolution.
‘1’he carbon chain molecule CCS is widcsl]read ill dark clouds (I:uenteet al. 1990; Suzl]ki ct
al. 199’2). CCS lines are exccllc~lt tracers for investig~Lting the velocity structure in dense cores
because they have no hyperfine structure, have an intrinsically narrow thermal linewidth (0.09
km s-l at 10 K), require high density for excitation and, as wc show, are not very opaque ill
q’h4Cl. Their intrinsic narrow thermal linewidths afford better separation of velocity strllcture of
individual components than less massive molecules such as CO and Nils. In addition. CCS has
lnany accessible transitions at cm and ~nm frequellcics that lnaiie it a good densitv proljc over
3
the range 104 to 106 cm ‘ at tile low kinetic temperatures ]Jrcseut irl dense cold cores, .All these
properties make CCS a potentially good tracer to sealch for small scale structures within the cold
clc)ud cores.
We mapped “1’NIC1 core D extensively ill CCS at 22.3 G1lz \vit}[ very high velocity resolution
of 0.00s km s-l. Our motivatic)n for using such high spectral resolution was that if the quicsce]lt
cloud cores were colnposed of nlany small features that it nligllt Ije I)ossihle to count and separate
them by resolving them spectrally rather tharl spatially (Vclusaltiy ct al. 1993). JVe also observed
CC~S and CC34S at 33.7.5 and 33.1 GIIz, respectively, itt the tcl~tral ])ositioll to determine whetl~er
CCS is optically thick or self-absorbed, and the CCS transition at 93 GIIz to obtain excitation
information about CCS. Froln the larger maps of CCS made ;vith the single dish antennas we
selected a few ficlcis for observation at very iligh spatial resolution using interferometers: CCS 22
G1lz at the VI, A, CCS 93 C;lIZ and CS 9S Gliz ohsel vations at O\: I{ O-ill IA. ‘~o get an overaii
view of the dense regions of TIIC1 we also made a l:lrge scale Inai) of CIEO (J= l-0) emission “
with the Arl’kT Bei] I,abs ?nl antenna. our :Lnalysis of these data in{iicate that ‘1’MC1 is highiy
fragrnentc:)with structures ranging ill size from 10” to 10’. ‘1’hc n~ass of the smalicr clumps
mapped with CCS range from about 0.01 to 0.15 h40. The iarger features traced by C180 range
in mass from 0.5 to 30 MO. h40st of the larger structures, as seen in C180, are gravitationally
bound while most of the smailest structures, as seen in CCS and (;S are uliboun(i, The presence
of so lnany unbound features with masses less than tliose exi)ectcci for i)roto-brown dwarfs raises
important questions about their formation, lifetime and relationship) tc) the protostar formation
process, and initiai mass function.

2.

Observations

The transitions observed and the telescopes use[i are dcscribe[i in ‘l’able 1. The CCS
(JN = 21- l.) line rest frequency, 22,344033 Gliz, is ta!ic[l from Saito ct ai. ( 1987). The
frequencies of the CCS and CC34 S (.JN = 32-- 21) and CCS (.]Nr = S7 -- 76) transitions were taken
froln the JPI, Spectral I,ine Cataiog (Pickett et al. 19!)1 ). Nc)te that we ha~’e acioptecf the notation
of Saito et al. for labeling the levels with (N,J ). The JP1. catalog assigns a different labeiing of
(N,J) whereby the N quantum number is assigned to the state of a given J whit}) has the iargest
contribution from the basis function with the same hl quantum Ilunlber (Pickett et ai. 1991 ). The

-6-frequency of the J=20-19 transition of lICTN was calculated from constants given by Kroto et al
(1!)7s),
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“1’MC1 was mapped over a 30’ by 30’ re~ion in ( ~180 (<1=1 --O) using the .A1’&T Bell
I,aboratories 7m antenna, in 1993 and 1994. g’he l~Wl[M bear~lwidtll of the antelllla is 100” at
110 GIIz and our map was sampled every 60”, or almost at the Nyquist samplilkg. ‘1’he spectral
resolution was 50 kHz corresponding to 0.14 krr~ s--l velocity reso]utiori. The receiver, ca]i})ration
and observing procedures are discussed in I,anger et al. ( 1!3SS ).
We mapped one of the cc]res in TMC1 core-D in the CC’S lnal) of IIirahara et al. (1992)1
!
in the CCS 22 GIIz transition with high signal-to-noise, Nyquist salnpling every 24” over 4’ x
4’ region around the peak. The map was centered at ll,A( 19.50) =: ()-lh3S’’’420:O: I) EC(1950) =
25 °34’50”. The observations were made between 13 hl; trcll 1993 and 1 April 19!+1, using NASA’s
70 m-antenna (1) SS- 14) at Golds tone, California. At 22 C;IIZ the allt,erlna II PHIV is 4,5” and the
pointing accuracy was better than 5“. tVe measured the main beam efficiency to be 42 percent for
point sources and about 70 percent for the extended source structure of Thl Cl, as determined from
beam shape and observations of the Moon. ‘lhc receive] consisted of a maser pre-alnplifier followed
by a digitally-controlled lIewlett-Packard down-converler with a syrlthesized local oscillator locked
to the station hydrogen maser frequency standard. The system has a noise temperature of * 60 K
measured at the zenith. We used the two million chanllelj Wide IIand Spectrum Analyzer (Quirk
et al. 1988) with a spectral resolution of 19 IIz, over 40 ‘MIIz. ‘J’he resolution was reduced by
co-adding 32 adjacent channels to provide 8192 channels of 610 IIz resolution (or 0.00S km s-l at
22 GIIz). The spectra were observed in position switching mode an(l were dopplercorrected to an
<
accuracy better tha.rl 0,004 km s–l.

-,i-

‘1’llc 33 GIIz s])cctra] li[le observations ivere made usin~ tllc salnc spectrometer al]tl the
34-In beam waveguidc antenna of the ll{kl) station (1) SS-13) at Go]dstolle with a II P1l\V of 70”.
TILC receiver consisted of a cryc]ge[lically -cmleci II EMrl’ pre-arnl)lificr followed by a two-stage
down-converter which is part of the station’s core equipment. “1’lle (Iow’li-converter local oscillators
are locked to the hydrogen maser. The CCS !33 and (~34S 96 C;IIZ liIles were observed with the
A~’&T Ilell I,aboratories ;m antenna in 1993-1994 using 12..5 kIIz s]jectra] resolution. ‘J’hc antenna
half power bcamwidth is 120” and the aperture eflcierlcy is greater than 90 ]Jercent. 1’lIc receiver.
calibration and ot)ser~’ing procedures are silni]ar to those ctiscusmi ill I,a[lger et al. ( 19S3).
I’he VI,.4 CCS spectral line maps at 22 (;Hz \vert: ~nade in 1)-co~lfiguration on January d &
6, 1994 for 7 hours total, with velocity resolution N 0.04 iinl s-1 . ~he (iata were taken using 256
channe]s slid 0.7S Ivl}Iz bandwidth without ]Ia]ining smootilin:. l’lic source 052S+ 134 was useci
for amplitu(ie and phase calibration. The flux density of the caiibratc)r was 6.1-1 Jy at 22 GHz.
TIIC spectral line maps were produced using .41PS. In order to lnaxilnize the signal-to-noise ratio
in t}lc maps they were snloothe(i to a lower resolution of 9“.
The CCS and CS OL; ltO-Ivlhl.\ spectral line Ina]]s \vere made het\veeIl October 1993 and
November 19!34. Our initiai observations (93- 9-1 observing season) used the 5 alltcnna array with
the map center at ltA(19 ,50) = 0.1h3s’’142S.0 and DE(’( 1950) I: 25 °31’.50”. Hoth the CCS and CS
spectra were detected in the shortest bzLseline ( 15m) and the peak emission was observed away
from the map center. In our second set of obser~~ations in October- November 1994 we used new
map centers: CCS was observed at the emissioll peak in the VI, A lnap; alld CS was observed at
emission peak seen in the earlier ( ]993-94) observatiolls. l’he results presented here are from this
second set of observatic)ns and used the 6 antennas in (on figura,tiou .i. The data were taken using
12S channels with 1.9S NIIIz bandwidth without on-li[le lIannillg sl[loothing. Source 0.528+134
was used for both amplitude an[i phase calibration. Tile flux cicnsity of the calibrator was 4.9 and
5.2 Jy at 93 and !3S GIIz, respectively. The data were ciLlibratc’d using the Owrens Valley millimeter
array software a,rld the spectra,i line maps were pro(iuced using .L\IPS. lIi the case of the CS map
the full resolution (6 “) was used. IIowever the CCS map was smoothed to a 9“ beam in order to
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio in the nlap.
❑

3.

]Lesults

The C180 (l-O) emission traces the column density of material, except in tbe very densest
cores, and gives an overail picture of the mass distribution in ‘J’MCI, Figure la shows our large
scale C180 integrated intensity map of “l’MCl. While the C180 c~nissioxl fills about two thirds of
the mapjit is brightest aiong a ridge roughly 12’ wicie, exten(iing alo[lg the ciiagonal axis about 35’
(limited by the boundaries of our map). “1’his long diagonal filalnent (or cylinder) contains two
smaller elliptical filaments, each roughly 5’ by 10’ in size. ‘1’he C180 emission also shows several
cores about 2’-4’ in diameter embedded in each of these elliptical features. The emission feature
located near the midclle of the upper border in this ma]) is a ~]ortion of a (iiflerent cloud TL4C - lC

8(SCC Iiitamura et al. ( 1993) for a fllll map of this region). Illdividua] Clso (l-O) s]jectra have
ty])ical ]i[lewidt, hs (l~LVIIll) about 0.8 km s-l and show sin~le or sometimes blended, (touble~peak
line profiles. I:igurc 2 shows arl exaln])le of a double ]Jcaked C’SO ~)rofilc superimposed \vith a
CCS spectrum at the same position. The two prominent peaks ill tllc CCS line occur at nearly the
salne velocities as those of the (U180 lille but the overall velocity dis])ersion in CCS is collsiderably
/’
less than that for Clso.
Core 11 occul)ies a small region in the C]80 map as iudicatf’d by a rectangle in l’igum la.
Our CCS 22 GIIz integrated intc]lsity map of Core D (Figl(rc lb) shows smaller structures than
are evident in tllc C]80 IIlap, which is collsistexit with the llighcr s~)atial resolution and the higher
critical density for excitation of the CCS 22 GIIz line. IIowever, the location of the peaks and size
of the structure seen ili this CCS map canno~ be ta,kell literally because of the presence of several
velocity colnponents over most of tile CCS ma]). ]nstead, as discussed below we need to use the
velocity information as revealed in individual spectra, ]]osit,ioll-velocity, and spatial-spatial maps
at different velocities to characterize the substructure [)f core D.
‘1’he CCS 22 GIIz spectra at all positions (observed witl~ Nyquist salnplillg) are showl~ in
IPigure 3. It call be seen that these lines have very complex shapes \vhich change significantly even
among adjacent positions at the 24” salnpling of the ]Ilap. ‘1’he signal to noise of these spectra is
very high so that the c]lallges in line shape amorlg adjacent lTyquist s:i~npled positions are measures
of changes in density, chelnical abundance, and hence structure 011 a scale comparable to, or less
than, the beam size of 45 arcsec. The explanation for ~uch changes that we will advocate below is
that, in aclditioll to the emission from the exte~lded stxucture of core I) several, small clumps with
narrow linewidths ~ 0.15 km s-” 1 located along each line-of-sight contribute si]lificantly. These
clumps are likely to be enlbeddect in larp;er more diffuse gab as traced by, for e~ample, Cls O. To
establish this model for the CCS line shapes ~ve have to show that self-absorption is unimportant,
that is that the dips in the spectra are not absorption features, arid that the opacity is not large,
l’urtherrnore, we need to cletelnline a characteristic lincwic]th c,f a single component in the blended
line.
‘JTo check for se] f-absorptiorl or shadowing we observed tile ma]) celltcr position in CCS and
CC3’lS (JN = 32 – 21). These are plotted in Figure 4 along with (CS (.I,V = 21 -- l.) and the
A“l’&r~ IIell Labs CCS (.J,I = 87 – 76) spectruln. The (;CS and CC:~<’S (JN == 32 – 21), which have
the same spatial and spectral resolution, have similar line shapes. IIowever, the three individual
velocity features are more distinct in the more opticall)~ thin CC3’*S, ‘J’here is no evidence in these
line shapes for self-absorption: all the features seen in CCS are seen in CC 34S. ‘1’bus, the dips
in the CCS lines are not the result of foreground absorption. Ipurthcrmore, the CCS/CC3’iS line
intensity ratio is N 12-15 across the line profile, where:, s the terrestrial (and probably interstellar)
value of the sulfur isotopic ratio 32 S /3 ’ 1 S is 23. Thus the 3-I Gllz line callnot be very optically
thick and, if the excitation conditions are similar, the isotope ratio implies ~(CCS ~~=32-21)
<1.5 for CCS at 33 GIIz. l’he corresponding opacity at 22 C;IIZ call be estimated from an LVG
excitation calculation (see Sectic)n 5) to be ~(CCS .IN:=21- 10) <0.7. I’he IIC3N profiles of Tone

9ct al, (rcsoll]tio]l of 0.030 km s–l ) are similar to our 2’.’ Gllz (’CS profile, corroborating that tile
ol)tical {Ieptli ef~ccts on tl~e 22 G]lz line shape are sxtlall.
IFigure 5 shows our 23 GIIz IICTN and 22 GIIz C(’S spectra at a I)c)sition 45” from the center.
‘1’lle IIC7N line is shifted in velocity with respect to tlie CCS li]ie wllicll we believe is due to the
ulicertainty in the calculated IIC7N frequency (see Se(tion 2). IIccause IlC7hT is 1.S ti]nes more
massive than CCS it has an even narrower intrinsic thcrma] linewidtll (by a factor of 25 percent)
and the various ovcrlappillg velocity components separ:ite better tha]l in CCS. l’hc overall ~viclth of
t]le line at the base is about 15 percent llarro\ver than for CCS (hypcrfille splitting is ncg)igible for
this transition ), which is a consequence of the Ilarrowi[lg of the il~dividual outermost com])onents
that make up the line profile. ‘1’hree component Gaussian fits to the llCT~V line profile yield very
narrow linewidths ranp;ing; from 0.11 to 0.15 km S–l (~ee ‘1’al]le 2). i~e call s e e solne il~dication
for tllc preselice of adclitiona] com])onents, especially ill the high Y’clocity featllrc of the IIC7N
sI)cctruln tvhicll has a non-Gaussian shape.

4.

Analysis

The line profiles in Figures 3 to 5 show at least three major cotn~)onellts each with spatial
structure, ‘1’hc CCS spectra in I:igurc 3 sholv that the emission in these three components is widely
distributed along the SE-NW fllaInent, but their interlsities vary significantly from one position
to the other, evcll at the Nyquist sampling of 21” over almost the e]itire mapped region. These
changes are real, rather than due to noise or baseline effects. as the si:na] to noise of all the spectra
are very high. As noted above such changes are indicative of structural variations on a scale of the
beamwidth (45”) or smaller. The variations in the line spectra fronl position-to-position indicate
that several small features are embedded in a larger scale structure (and hence line shape) of each
of these velocity components, When we fit the CC:{4S (JN = 32- 2,) lilie with a combination of
three Gaussians, we find (Table 2) that the peak line velocities arc 5.6S, 5.S3, ancl 6.03 km S-l
and each feature has a. corresponding linewidth of 0.15, 0.12, a,nc] (),17 km S–l. ~’he parameters
for all of the lines shown in k’igurcs 4 and 5 a,Ie given in Table 2. ‘1’liough the lirle parameters are
given to two decimal place accu racy, in many cases t}~c errors tc) the velocities are even smal]er,
only a few meters per second. l’hcse three velocity features have different excitation temperatures
as is evident from the intensity ratios amoltg the 22, ;i3 aIld 93 Gllz CCS lines, and the CCS
isotope ratio at 33 GIIz. The relative peak intensities of IIC7N to CCS also vary among the three
main velocity components. lILUS the density and CCS fractioIlal abundances of the different main
components vary.

I.,arge Scale Spatial Structure
I)isel~tangliu,g the components in a map from the spectral arid slJatial information is a long
standing and difficult problem, Various techniclucs haie been al)])lied ili the literature including
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half-power co Iltours, structure tree analysis (l IoulalIau & Scalo 1992), connected local
lnillilna as used in Clumpfind (lVillialns, de Gcus & IIlitz 199-1 ), Gaussian decompositions (Stutzki
& ~;usteu 1990)1 and multi-scale transforms (lJanger , AndersoII & ~~ilsoll 1993). ‘l’here is no
uniform agrecmcllt as to which (if any) is the best ap})roach to this prc)blem. Furthermore, they
generally work best on maps with a larger data base than our CCS c)ne. Therefore, we have decided
to take a traditional approach to estimate the l~unlber of clultlps bj visual inspection of the peaks
and contour levels in I’-V’ and individual spatial-spatial maps for different velocity channels. The
l)-V map along tile Inajor (SK to NJV) axis (Irigure 6) has al)out S to 10 spatial-velocity features
(clum])s) within a 6’ x 1’ slice, as determined from iscllating illdividua] peaks. The allgular extent
of the velocity components in this P-V map ranges from 4.5” to 90” as can be seeu from the size of
closed contours.
Usillg the

Figure 7 shows the individual CCS channel spatial-spatial ]naps of the inner region at velocity
intervals of 0.05 km s--l covering the spectrum from 5.49 to 6.2-1 kl[l s– 1. l’hc lo\vest contour and
the contour intervals in Figure 7 are mc)re thali six ti)nes tl\c rms Iloise, and therefore the local
peaks (and even the ~nap boundaries) are statistically significallt. ,1 high degree of clu]npiuess in
the core is evident in these maps. Visual ins~)cction sl~ows that thc]e are at least eight distinct
clumps which are marked a to h. The parameters fol these clu Inps are listed in Table 3. The
Vi~T and lillcwidtlls of the clumps were obtailled by fitting a IIlll]tip]C gaussial~ to the line profile
for each clump positic)n. l’he CCS clump lincwidths range froin 0.1.5 to 0.20 km S-* . A rough
estinlate of size, basecl on closed contours around the peaks,, yields a range of -1.5” to 90”. The
differences seen in the adjacent channel maps, which
only 0.05 km s-l apart, show that there
is significant blending of velocity components in the spectra. ‘1’herefore, it is likely that more
features contribute to the emission in these maps but it would require higher spatial resolution.
such as that possible with inter ferolneters, to sepa.rate these.
iire

Small Scale Structure: ]nterferometric Observations
‘1’hree of the clumps which wc have identified in I’igure 7 a])pcar to be less than 60” ( 0.04
pc) in size and are barely, if at all, resc,lvecl spatially in the i’O-m l~ealn (even though they are
isolated in velocity space). 1’o characterize tl[cse structures and to search for any smaller scale
substructure we were able to nlake interferonietric observations with the VI, A and OVRO-MMA
over a limiteld area of the core I) single dish nlap. Due to the narrow li:le width of these structures
we had to use extremely narrow channel widths of 3 and 16 kIIz, respectively, for the VI, A and
OVRO observations. Therefore the VL,4 and OVRO-h4MA sl)ectral Ii]le observations could only
be made over a limited area of the core D single dish map Lecausc we were severely constrained
by tile observing tinlc available to us.
In Figures 8a and !Ja are shown the CCS and CS spectra obtairlcd in the short spacings of the
VI, A and OVl{,O-MMA (from 3000 to 8000 waveleng[ hs in the case of the VLA and with the 15
m baseline in the case of OVRO- hiMA). For comparison we also SIIOW the l)SN single dish CCS

]~

spectrum at 22 (; IIz. All the CCS spectra correspond to tilt lJo~ition of the clu]np g. ‘lhc C’S
spectra colncs from a position -‘J()’~ east of t]lc ILoIninal center of core I). JVhcreas the single dish
22 G1l Z spectrum has the same intensity at the 5.7 and 6.1 km s--] components, in the V’lJA and
OVRO-hlh;l A spectra the 6.1 kr[l s-l component is distinctly stronger. IIccause au intcrfcrorneter
acts as a spatial filter its spectra contains emission froln SIIlilll scale structures (< 30” for the VL,I
and OVRO-,MMA). In the case of CCS emission the small scale structures are seen prominently
only in the 6.1 k]n S–l velocity component. ‘1’he 5.7 km s–’ colnpollellt is relatively weak and
does not have suff]cicllt signal to noise to generate a spatial lnap. ‘1’he sillgle.clish CCS 93 GIIz
spcctru~n in Figure 4 also shou’s that the 6.1 km S–l velocity coln~lonent is more prominent. As
higher de:isities are required for the excitation of the CCS 9:3 GIIz trausitiori it is likely to arise
from denser and hence more compact clumps. Thus these illterfcrolnctric spectra show that the
6.1 kIn S-l velocity component contains regions of higher density .al\d/or snlal]er sizes. I;or CS, in
contrast to CCS, we only detect the 5.i’ km s- 1 component. .-111 of tl~c ir{terferometer spectra have
very narrow lincwidths, < 0.2 km s- 1. Figures Sb and 9b show the high resolution spatial-spatial
maps of these velocity compolicllts. The maps ~vcre made avcragilig the visibilitics in three
adjacent channels around the peaks in the spectra, t}lat is. tl~ey al e integrated over 3 channels (
(“Iinewidtl, of about 0.15 li,n s-’ ). For colnparison wc also show the single dish CCS maps. which
trace out tllc larger structures, at tllesc velocities.
The field of view of the primary beam of the VI A is 120’” and covers the cel\tral region of
core D, as indicated by a box in Figure Sb. The CIUIILPS j and g (see Figure 7, particularly the
panels for 6.04 and 6.09 km S-l) were detected in the VL.A ol)servations (Figure S) with intensities
above the 5CJ level. in the VLA map the small scale struct~lrc of clump g is extended AN-S and
has angular size FWIIM of 20” x 30” with peak brightness of 3.04, 0.50 K. There is a suggestion
of further structure in clump g in the VLA data and it may be cc)lnposed of two smaller clumps,
as indicated by the two intensity peaks located along the NT-S axis. Clump j, located in the lower
part of the VI,A map, is weaker and appears to be more difi”llse spatially with one bright compact
region with angular size (F WIIM) about 10” x 10” (0.007 pc x 0.007 pc) and peak brightness of
2.5+0.5 K. Although clumps c and e (as defined by the sili~le-dish lnaps in Figure 7 at Vi,, =
5.69 and 5.s4 km s-] , respectively) arc within the Vlj A pril[lary beam no significant elnissioli was
observed at their positions and velocities,
‘l-he largest scale structures that can be observed in a full syllthesis.i) configuration VLA
map at 22 C;}lz is w 60”. lIc]weve~for the observations reported hcr~, we had only partial synthesis
/
and therefore structures larger than 40” cannot be detected. l’l~e cxtrerne]y narrow linewidth of
the velocity cc)mponents also severely limits the sensitivity of our observations as we had to use
narrow channel widths. The absence of any detect aljle emission flon~ the parts of other clumps
within the primary beam of the VLA suggests that they ale likely to be resolved out and have
,)
sizes larger than 40”.
The OVRO-IVIM.4 field of view is about 60” at 93 C;llz nluch sInaller than that of the VLA
at 22 GIIz. Given the weakness of tllc CCS signals and tht’ Iinlited observing time we restricted
)

13our OVILO-M~l A observations to a field of view centered 011 CIUII]I) g, the strongest feature ill
the VI,A map. ‘1’ILc 9;3 GIIz CCS emission has been detected from clump g (I~igurc 9) alLd this
high spatial resolution map S1 1O W S3 small dense, en~bc(lded structures \vith even sn~aller sizes than
the overall clump size ill the 22 GIIz VLA map. (Our OV1{O-\lll~\ maps arc not sensitive to
structures larger than 30’” due to the missing short spacings ).; Although the overall shape of the
93 GIIz CCS clnissiou is consistent with the VLA structure of clump g the central peak is slightly
displaced eastward (about 10”). ‘1’hc ratio of brightncw temI)craturcs of the 22 and 93 GIIz CCS
e]nissioll in tllcse slnall scale structures is in the range of 1 .,5 to 2.5. ‘l’lie 93 GIIz trallsition traces
densities 10 to 100 till~cs larger than the 22 GIIz transitioll. as dctcrlnilled fro[n excitation models
(see below). Thus the !33 GIIz CCS emission indicates the presence of high density small scale ‘
internal structure in clump g. .Ljs the sensitivity in thr 93 Gllz OVILO-LIL1.4 nla~) 1s limited (the
signal to noise ratio at the peak is only 6), wc would Tleed his, hcr setisitivity to investigate ill more
detail the density and velocity structure of clu Inp g.
In l:igurc 9 we show the CS(2-I ) OVItO-lIhl. i sllectrum and s])atial-spatia] map at VIST =
5.i’ km S-l (aver-aged over a linewidth c)f about 0.15 kln s ‘1 ; see tile CS spectruln). q’he angular
resolution of tlie map is 6“ and the rl[~s is 0.0S mJy/bean~. ‘1’he ~)eak brightness is 1.6 K and the
rms is 0.25 K. The CS clump is fully resolved a]ld has aT~ angular extcrlt of about 10” x 24” (0.007
x 0.016 pc) at the 3cr level. It is oriented NE-SW, that is perperldicular to the orientation of the
CCS emission at this velocity (Figure 9b). ‘l’he CS map show’s evidellce of substructure with t~vo
to three smaller clumps each N 10” in diameter. The sensitivity in this map is not adequate for a
detailed study of its velocity st,xucture. JVe also nc)te that no col~ti]luu]n emission at 9S GIIz was
detected at the 2 mJy (5u ) level.
Interestingly the CS clump does not show a spatial correspondence with any of the CCS
clumps in the single dish maps (see Figure 7) or VI, A maps (Figure 8), although some enhanced
CCS emission is seen at the velc)city and position of tile CS clump. The CS arises from a region
that appears as a slight bulgf, ,but not a distinct peak, in the C(;S ma]). hlost likely this region
is a separate clump but c)l~e }vh’ich cannot be clearly isolated frolIl tllc surrounding emission. ‘1’he
lack of correspond<lce between tl~e location of the CC’S and CS clumps may indicate sigllificant
chemical differentiation over small distances ((),02 to 0.04 pc), Additiollal evidence for chemical
dif~erentiation call be seen by comparing; the line shap[s for CC34S al~cl C3’IS (Figure 4).

Density Estimates
W C can determine the excitation conditions, clensity, and fractional abundance of the dense
clumps in core I) from the CCS and CC:{4S lines. The energy levels, frequencies, and Einstei]l A
values for CCS were calculated using the JPI, Spectral ],ine Catalog ( l’ickett et al, 1991). The 2’2,
33, and 93 GIIz lines originate from levels with energies (in I{clvills) of 1.6, 3.2, and 19.9 K above
the ground state, respectively. (See Figure 2 il~ Saito S’ et al. (19S7 ) for all energy level diagram
for CCS). ‘1’hc corresponding 12instein A values are 4.3 x 10-7, ] .6 x 10-”6, and 3.S x 10-5 s-l. IfTe
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adopt an LVG model )vhich should be a reasonable fir:t ap])roxil~latio[l to calculate the excitation
conditions. W C use (ollision rates froln Fuente (199-1, private co[lllllllllicatioll) and }Volkol’itch et
al. (199.5), and, unless otherwise stated, a kinetic tenlpcraturc of 10 K ( }:ullcr Sz hlyers 1!)93).
The 22 and 93 GIIz lines have critical densities for 11 2 about 10” and 105 CIU-3. respectively.
Presently we have multi-transition information at the central positiorl in the single dish maps
and can derive the excitation conditions only for the two clulnps with size about -15” to 60” along
this line of sight. LVC arc curlently undertakillg a prop, ram to rn:ip all of core D at 93 GHz with
45” angular resolution using the FCR.40 antclina ant; will report on its density structure in a
later paper (JVc)lliovitch et al. 1995). To derive tie average density over 2’ we first convolved
the lower frequency 22 (;Hz data to the 120” resolution of tl~c .4TKT Ilell Laboratories 93 GIIz
observations. LVe also used the 33 GIIz data obtained with 70” an~,ular resolution to constrain
the solutions of density, 11(}12), and fractional abundal~ce, X( CCS). “1’lle brightness telnperatures
of the source were calculated from the antcnrla teltlp~raturcs at 22, 33, and 93 GIIz using the
corresponding beam efficiencies of 70, 70, and 95 percent. ]’or the 5.7 km s–l component we find
a density N 2 x 10 4 c m --3 and a CCS fractioxlal abundance c)f N 2 x 10– 9. For the 6.1 km S–*
colnponent the corresponding average density is 5 x 104 cn]-3 ~vith a fractional ahundalice of 4
x 10-10, These densities are cc)nsistent with those de] ived from CS by Snell et al. (1982) at the
same resolution of 120”.
On a smaller scale c)f 5“ the !33 G}Iz brightness tempel ature is about 30 percent stronger
?
than the Bell Labs spectrt (tl~s was determined by colnparillg the ?-m data to reccn observations
}
of the central position made with FCRAO’S l.lm ante)lna (J1’olkc)vitch et al. 199,5)). Thus, at the
central position of core 1) we can estimate the density averaged over 45” from the 17CRA0 results
/
in conjunction with the 22 GHz spectrum taken with the sal[le resolution. We find a density of 3
x 10’ 1 cnl-3 and a fractional abundance of 2 x 10 -9 at 5.7 km s- l,al~d S x 104 cnl-3 and 10–9 f o r
.>
the 6.1 km s–l components.

1.5l;or the smaller features seen in the VLA and OVRO-LILIA ]i~a~)s (v 10” to ;30”) we can
place bounds on the clensity using tile hrightlless of tile 22 and 93 (;llz lilies in conjunction with
the IJVG Inodcl. Inslmction of the exci~ation solution:, sllo\vs that tile ratio of the 93 to 22 GIIz
brigl~tness increases with density up to about 106 cm-’; where tl~e li~ies become thermal ized. First.
the density has to be greater than that estimated for the 4.5” features ( > S x 104 cm-3) as they
are seen ill both V1, A slid OVRO-lV~MA maps. Secolld, it has to hc < 2 x 106 CIn-3, or else the
features would bc much brighter than observed in our OV1{O-1111:1 CCS lnaps. Combining the
interferometer line brightness with the single dish rnei~surelncl~ts pmvidcs aII mtilnatc of the total
line brightness. The small scale structure in tile VLA lnap (“1/, ~ :31;) is embedded in a backgroulid
of about 1 1{ as seen froln the single dish data. in the case of 22 (;IIz emission, all densities (>
/
1 0-1 cnl-3) along the line of sight contribute a])proxinlately equally to the total line briglitness;
but at 93 GIIz the highest densities dominate. ‘Yhe differences in tl~e u-v coverage of the VIA
and OVRO-MMA maps make it difhcult to estimate accurately the total line brightness at the
two frequencies. JVithin the uncertainties in ccjmbinil]g singlo dish to illterferon~eter maps, we can
place limits on the maximum and n~i[limuln total briphtnes~ in tl~e \-I. A n)ap to be about :3..5 al~cl
6 1{, Combining the OVRO-MLI.-i and single dish ohservatiorls ~ields a maximum brightness for
93 G1lz of 2.5 K. I’he highest density is obtained by taking the n~i~~inlurn brightness for the 22
G1lz line and the maximum brightness for the 93 GIIz line. ‘1’hus tile density and C’CS fractional
abundance for the mininlum and maximu]n briglltnc>,s lilllits =ire 3 x 104 cm -3 and 10–9 and
5 x 105 c m-3 and 5 x 10-’1. l’he most likely \’alues are n( 112) - 3 x 103 c m-3 and X( CCS)
w 2 x 10-1O. llensities greater than 106 cm--3 are almost certainly excluded unless the kinetic
temperature is about 6 to 7 K. (Our excitation anal~’sis show that the brightness in the VLA
maps are consistel!t with kinetic temperatures > 6 K. ) J1’e also note that there is some il~dication
for decreasing fractiona] abundance of CCS with increasin: densities. ‘1’o derive both the kinetic
te~nperature and density we need more data on these small fragtnerlts in another transition, ‘
preferably at 45 Gl17,.

Mass Estimates
Jf)e have idelltificcl several features in our C180 lnap (Figure I b) from local peaks and closed
contours. Some of these bear a silnilality to the six features idcl~tified by Sne]l et al. ( 19S2)
from their CS (l-O) map of ThlC1. We can estimate the ]nass of these features using C* 80 as a
column density tracer of molecular hyclrogen, N(Hz). Assul[ling that C180 is optically thin and
thcrmalized N(112) is given by,

N(IIz) = 9.9 x 1 02 0 (1 - exp(-<5.3/Tr))-l Jlh(C180)d V cm-z
(Pou],d, IIania, and JVilson 1990) and where we

usc

the Clso fractiona abundance determined by

-16I;rerkillg, ljanger. and Wilson ( 19S2) for tllc Taurus rfgioll. ‘1’lle r[lass is obtained by integrating
tlic colu]nn density over the projected area, ..!, and Illulti])lyillg by the molecular weight per
particle (mailily to account for Ilelium),

M(I12) == /1 m(H2) f N(lIj)dA.
]Prorn t]le peak brightness temperature of 13C() (llot sllotvIl here) alLcl our C’so spectra we
calculate that the excitation telnperature lies in the r;lnge 6-9 K, llcrc we adopt Tr = 7 K, the
results differ by at most +20 percent at the lilnits of the range for “l’=. LVe have applied these
fornlula(~to all the features identified in the Clso ma],. III ‘1’ab]e 4 \ve summarize the size and
mass of the characteristic structures in 2’MCI . “1’he size and Inass of the entire l’hlCl ridge (or
cylinder) are 0.4 pc x 1,2 pc arid 30 Nl,l,. ‘1’he two snlaller elliptical filaments along this ridge are
similar in size and have nearly identical masses, * 10 !vl,~,. ‘1’he sevcrl c~r eight CISO cores along
‘1’MC1 have masses in the range 0.6 to 2.5 XI?. l’he mass within the box around core D is 2,2
Mm. The mass we derive from Clso over the e]itire TNICI ridge agrees very well with the value of
20-to 35 Ivlo derived from CS (Snell, l.anger, and JVilson 1!)S2; Schlocrb and Snell 1981),
We can use the CCS maps to estilnate the mass of the smaller features embedded in core
D. As noted above we do not have sufTiciellt information to deterlrline the density and mass of
every feature within the CCS sirlgle dish and interferometer Inaps. IIowever, the characteristics of
the strongest clumps are similar enough to allow us tcj characterize the core properties from the
few features where we have nlulti-trallsitiorl i]iforrnation. IVC estin]ate the mass of these various
clumps seen in CCS using their size and mean density.
We calculate the total mass of core 1) usilig the average density, 2 X 104 derived from the
CCS spectra smoothed to 120”, the resolutiol~ of the IIcll I,abs antcnr[a at 93 GIIz. ‘l’his yields
a total mass of 2.1 MO in good agreement with tile mass calculated from C180, For the clumps
just resolved in the 70-m maps with angular size ~60” (0.04 pc), t}le density is N 5 x 104 c m-3
and clump mass is w 0.1 Mo. For the small clumps within clump g resolved in the VLA and
OVRO - Mh’1.4 maps, + 20”, the dellsity is w 3 x 105 c m-3 and the mass N 0.02 MO. For the
smallest fragments just barely resolved in the VLA an(i OVRO-lvlkl A maps with size w 10” (0.007
3
P C) and density s 106 crn ‘ their mass is likely to be very small (< 0.01 M@).

.5.

l)iscussion

Our large scale C180 map shows scl]me indication of hierarchical fragmentation in TMCl with
dense cores of ~ize 0.1 -0.2 pcernbedded in larger elli], tical features (0.25pc x 0.5 pc) which’ are
themselves part of a lc)ng filamentary, or cylindrical , structure. l>ror[n the CCS single dish and

17ilitcrfcrometric maps of o]Ic of these cores, core 1), we iind evidence that ‘1’ LIC1 ]Jrobably contains
many more small clumps than previously suspected. “J’here arc at least 8 clumps seen ill the single
disli maps of CCS with sizes abc)ut 60” (0.04 P C) at VI.., betwccn5.6 and 6.1 km S-]. At least two
of these, f and g, contain small scale structure as seen in the V1. A and OVRO-llhl A CCS maps
at 6.1 km s–l and ill the OVllo-Mh’IA CS n~a]) at 5.7 km S–t. ‘1’here is also a hint of structure
ill our VIJA CCS map at ,5.7 kln s–] (see spectrum in Figure Sa) Ilut tile signal’ toqloise is not
good enough for this velocity component to prc)duce a reliable, ]Iigh resolution map. r~t least o!le
of these clumps is composed of, or contains , 3 to 6 slllaller scale conlponents \vith sizes about
0.01 pc as seen in both our VI,.4 and OVRO-MMA n!aps. ‘1’hcse slna]l scale structures in the
interferometer maps may represcrlt high density condcnsatiolls or fragments within the clumps.
Our best estimate of the density of these small fragments is 11(112) about 3 x 105 cn~-3 and CCS
fractional abundance abc)ut 2 X 10-1O .
able 4: 1’a.ranletf 3______
of the lh~.?cteristi
Tracer
Size
Structure
——. p c
].p x ().4
C’80
TMC1
0.6 X 0.25
C’so
S].’-jlla77ierit
C’so
0.1 -0.2
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in T\l(
Llass ‘l;~]:iil \lassQ
}1,5
hi,,,
.52
30
29
10
[).5 -3.2
.5 - 15

;llb-structl
11(112)
104 cnl-3

I

—.

Comments
bound
bound
bound

core D

Ccs

0.1s x 0.12

2

2.0

3.6

bound

clumps
small fra~ments

Ccs
Ccs

0.04
0.01

5
30

0.1
0.01

0.96
0,24

unbound?
unboundtransient

—.—. —
a. using AV= 0.S5 and 0,4S kltl s–l respectively for

I
180 and T6i tracer

The CCS linewidths are very narrow (bot}~ in the single dish and interfcrometric spectra) and
are composed of a thermal and nontherrna] component. Tl\e velocity dispersion due to turbulcIit
motions, 0~U,6, within t}le clumps can be obtai Iled froIn the CCS lillewidths by

4

Uturb = dot ‘?herm
where the total dispersion, otOt, is related to the line full width at half maximum, Alf = 2.35a~Ot
The velocity clispcrsio]l due to thermal motions is
—

et/, er7r1 = 0.0912 /;A+f; (km s-l),
where nz,~fi~u is the molecular mass give in Ahf U, For CCS at 10 1{ tllc thermal velocity dispersion
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is 0.03S6 km s–’. A value of Ab” < 0.15 km s- 1 implies a tilrbulellt velocity dispersio)l lCSS than
0.().5 km s-], which is snla]]cI than the sound speed (().19 !il~} s-’ ) ill a gas with mean lnolecular
weight of 2.3 arnu. q’hus the therlnal pressure due to molecular hydrogen at 10 K (corresponding
to a, AV = 0.4S k]]) s-l ) is much greater than the turl)ulent pressure even in the larger fragments.
]:rorn a comparison of the 11C7N and CCS linewidths in Tal)lc 2,\ve estimate ~~u,b to be < 0.06 krn
S-l. ‘1’}lus thermal pressure (due to molecular hydrogen) is domina[lt in the core and tile clumps,
a[lcl turbulence is not a sigl[ificallt factor in their suplJort.
1)0 these fragnlellts display any relations] lip bct~vcen size and velocity dislJcrsion? It is
claimed for dark clouds (cf. Figure 12 of Tatematsu et al 1993) that the linewidths appear to obey
the empirical relationship AV K (A R)05 do~vtl to the thcrlnal lillew’idth. For the clumps in Table
>we find no evidence of such apparent scaling. IIowcvcr as pointed c)ut above, there is large degree
of blending in both spatial and velocity domains and the clump sizes and the velocity widths are
,/
probably overestimated in Table 3.
Table 4 lists masses derived from C180 column densitief and densities estimated fro[n CCS
line intensities for ciifferellt (larger to smaller) scale size structures observed in TLICl. JVc can
draw some conclusions about the stability of these stl uctures by comparing these masses with
the correspondiltg ~’irial mass NIV,,. ‘1’he virial masses listed in ‘1’able 4 were estimated using the
relation Mu,, = 210 R (AV)z, taken from hlacI.aren et al. ( 19SS) for constant density distribution.
For the lar,ge$cale structures traced by C180 we used AV= 0.S5 !iIII S--l, the mean width of the
C180 profile (Figure 2). ln the case of the slnall seal{ structures traced by CCS, as described
above, turbulence is negligible and we have to consider only the tllelr~~al pressure of 112. Therefore,
for AV we used the thermal lil~ewidth for an 112 molecule at 10 K. ‘1’he viria] masses estimated
assuming constant density are l~ot very cliflerent (less I)y ].5 perce]lt) for a l/r density distribution.
If a structure has mass, M > ~hl ~!r it is boull(i, and if lM z llvir will be unstable to collapse. The
structures with M < ~klvir are unbound. ]Iowever when applying the abo~re criteria one must be
aware of the rather hig;h uncertainties in the mass estimates (within a factor * 2 from Cls O and,
factors of about 2 and 10 from CCS obser~ations for the 60” and 10” structure; respectively).
q’he properties of the different features indicated in q’able .1 represellts the most likely structure
/
suggested by our observations.
Overal~core 11 appears to be bound,, but is not likely to be unstable against collapse. IIowever,
the smailer structures within this core are unbound. ‘l’he clumps which are barely resolved in
the single dish maps (N 60”) aI)pear to be unbound, c)r at lnost a few lnay be marginally bound.
Those ciumps resoived in the interferometers with sizm < 20” have a virial mass much greater
than their actual mass. ]Ience it appears that the features traced by CCS from 10” to 30” are
most likely unbound and subject to eXpan5ion unless they are pressure confined. The presence of
such unbound clumps within a cloud core suggests that fragl[ientation mechanisms other than a
purely Jeans’ gravitational instability may be important in col(i dense cores.
As the mass estimateci from the density for the slnaller fragments is an order of magl)itude
less than the virial mass and they cannot be bound ulliess they have higher densities * 107 cm-3.

.Altllougll such lligll density is not evident in tile data pres[’lited llcle, i t
kinetic tellll)crature is l[~~lcl~lo~vcr than 10 K,about60r7 K.

CaIIIIO[ rIiled o u t

iJthc

It has been suggeste(f, oll the basis ofthc N113 at)undancc,tha,t thcsouth-ea.stern part of
‘J’NIC1 filan~cllt (which includes core-~) cor~taills tlleyoul\gest{c~rcs (’1’tille et al. 1!3S1; olano
et al. 1988; ]Iirahara et al. 1992). Thus the clumpinvss ol)servcd with CCS may describe the
])]lysica] and chemical condition ofthc~;as at vcrycar]y stagcsof cl\ll[llJ forrllatioll alld evolution.
1’lIc single dish CCS maps show that the fragmcntsale distributed along the filament and that
they havca very ~larrow width perpendicular to tile fllarnelit. Our IIigh resolutio]l 01’ RO-LIL1. -1
alId VI. A mai)s resolve the structure perpendicular to the filament at soIne places into small scale
structures. Carbon chain molecules (CCS and cyanopt)lyyncs) may be produced most efficiently
ill small fragments with enhanced densities. q’he density enhancen]cnts seen along the SE-NJV
filamentary-l ikestructurem ayarise frolll fragments formed ill a coniprmsed regio[l produced by
cloud collision (1. ittle et al. 197S) or contraction a]ong the predominant magnetic field (lloneti et
al. ]9S4). Quasi -])eriodic structure (as seen on a large] scale ill Figure la and on a slnaller scale in
Figure 6) could be due to some t~laglletollydrod ynamic mode (I,allgcr 197S; Carlherg and l’udritz
1991 ). l’he distributio]l of CCS and CS clumps in IPigllres 1. 7, S al~d 9 suggests that one of these
mechanisms is present, especially given their ]o\v mass. .As noted above, the turbulent velocity
dispersion is small (~ 0.().5 km S-l ) compared to tile tllerma] velocity dispersion of a 10 K gas
with mean molecular mass of 2.3 amu. We have searched for velocity gradients in our data and
fi]ld that the rotation is slnal], g 0.0.5 km S-l arcmin-l ( 1.2.5 liIII s pc-] ), and makes negligible
contribution to support.
- 1

}Vhat are these clun~ps ill TMC1 core D? Do thej’ represent localized regions of density or
chemical inhomogeneities or both? As t]le mass eStinl;Lted for the slnal]er clumps with a density
~ 105 to 106 cnl-3, is much less than the virial mass these clumps are not gravitationally bound.
Because TIvIC1 appears to be ul\usual in chemistry anti structure, it might secm that conclusions
about this source cannot be applied to low-mass star formin~; regicjlts ill general. IIowever, the
properties of the c.]u Inps in TLIC1 core D are similar to the ~)IO~J(2rtif2S of the quiescent core in
1,11!38 (Lcmme ct al. 1995; Velusamy ct al. 1995). l,cmme ~t a l . fou]ld from high resolution
C180 and CS observations that 1,1498 consists of a large bound cc)re with very narrow linewidths,
O.ll-o.lskms -’, with mass ~ 1 ~f~. This core is ill virial equilibriuln and is thermally supported.
Their C180 (2-1) data also showed rq~ny small sub-solar mass, gravitationally unbound clumps,
with narrow line features, similar to ‘~he’features we cxt,ract froln our CCS maps of TMC1.
Interferometer observations in (;S also show the presel~ce of < 0.01 pc small scale structures in
1,1498 core (Velusamy et al. 1995). The presence of sllch structures in both clouds raises some
interesting questions about their formation. q’he more coInplex strllcture of TMC1 may be a
collection of objects silnilar to the L1498 core.
From the number of features in the maps using different density tracers and at different
spatial resolution there appears to be a hierarchy of fragments with all increasing Ilumber of
features at smaller scales embedded in the larger scale features. }Vllilc our maps are limited to

2011 it appears t h a t the number of features continues to increase at slnal]er scalcw, at least dow Ii
to 0.007 pc. Indeed IVe see more smalls calc features ptr unit area tha; t do I’ound and Illitz (1995)
who usecl different tracers to search for low mass objects in star forlning regions Oph 11 and 111S.
lIowever, we find lloevidence forproto- brown dwarfs (bouni structures with mass < 0.0S Al,Q)
similar to the conclusions of Pc)und and IIlitz (1993, 199,5). We need more observations to say
whether the number distribution turns over at very low mass ( < 0.1 Jf,;j ).
core

We beliet’e that the small sub-solar mass objects seen in TMC1 core 1) are an important part
of the protostar formation process because of the possibility of coalescence. It has beell suggested
that fragmentation by thermal instabilities and coalescence of sltlall fragments arc important in
the forlnation of stars in the interstellar medium (Mu] ray et al. 1993). Silk (199.5) suggests that
low mass fragments grow by coalescence (through collisions) and are likely to form stars with low
mass w 0.2 or 0.3 Nlo. TIIe time scales for dissipation of our C’CS fragments (size/sound speecl) is
w 105 yr for a 20” feature. hlost of the small scale fragments (~ 40”) will dissipate because the
sound crossing time is soInewhat less than the collision time of a fcwx 105 yr (depending on the
size and assumed velocity dispersion among the fragments). IIowcvcr a fraction of these fragments
will collide and perhaps coalesce to form denser bouncl structures. ]Iecause many of the fragments
with size 20” to 45” are within a factor of 2 - 3 of having sufficierlt mass to be bound it \vould not
take more than one or two coalescing collisions to for]n a bound structure. On the other hand
the smallest features detected in our maps, size w 10”, are so far froln being bound (in terms
of gravitational mass) th:lt they almost certainly (Iissipate bcfot’c collidirig with other similar
fragments unless they are pressure bound. The sound speed of + 0.2 !iIn s-l for these features
suggest that tlleY are trallsicllt \vith lifetimes < ,5 x ]04 yr and tliat if, they are lolig l i v e d t h e y
must be pressure confined.
It is possible that the small clumps fragments are confined by turbulent pressure, since they
are embedded (along the axis of the filament) in a more turbulent (velocity width WI km S-l)
lower density gas as traced by C180 (Figure 2) and ‘3C0 and, perhaps with some additional
magnetic contribution as well (~g: Ilertc~ldi & Ivlcliee, 1992). ‘1’hus they could have longer lifetimes
thaIl estimated here a]ld may hav; Inore time to coalesce.
The low masses of the fragments r:iise another iIlteresti]Lg question, -’ C1O they represent a
population of proto-brown dwarfs? Pound and Blitz ( 1995) clainl to see a cutoff in the number of
bound clump masses below 0.1 MO in tile star forming regio]ls OplLiuchus and 1118. Although we
find that low mass clumps are more prevalent in a quiescent region than Pound and Blitz, they
are all unbound and hence would not form a proto-brown dwarf without some collisional process.
1/
6.

S u m ma ry

We have made a study of the structure of ‘1’MCI and, in p~lrticular, of Core ]) on scales
ranging from 10” up to 30’ usi]lg single dish and interfero~letric rrla,ps ~f C’sO, CCS, and CS,
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Our C180, map show’s hierarchical fraglncntation with dcnsf’ cores el[lbcddcd in larger ellil)tical
features which arc part of a long filamentary, or cylindrical. htructurc. Froln the CCS single dish
and inter fcrometric Inaps we find evide!lce for many ]nore sl[lall scale strllctures in individual
cores in TMC1 than previously suspected. The high spectral and spatia] CCS lnaps of l’hl Cl
show that core 1) is highly fragynented }vith structures ranging in size from 10 to 90 arcsec. These
small fraguients have very narrc)w intrinsic linewidths ~ 0.11-0.20 km S–l , not much larger than
the thermal line width for C(’S (0.0!3 km s–l at 10 K). ‘1’licsc narrow linewidths indicate that 112
thermal pressure is tllc clominant support in these clu[nps and that turbulence and rotation are
not significant. ‘J’he mass of these fragments range fr(lnl ~ 0.01 to 0.15 Alj as estimated froln
,.
d e n s i t y and volulne. ‘
The structure of TklCl can redescribed as hierarchical froln large to extremely small scale
sizes roughly over two orders of magnitude consisting of: (i) long filaments of size > 0..5 pc and
mass of several MO; (ii) several cores (which are gravitationally bound) of size N 0.1 pc and
masses 0.5 to 3 lvl@ distributed along the filament; (iii) each core contains several clumps of size
N 0.04 pc and mass N 0.1 hlq which ar[:l~~ail~ly gravitatiol~ally ~ll~l~o~llL(l; an(t,’( iv)some of these
clumps themselves contain smaller fragments of size ~ 0.01 pc al~d mass * 0.01 M. which are
almost certainly unbound. The small scale structures appeal to be gravitationally unbound which
suggests that fragltlelltatioll Illccllallisnls other tllatl a pure]v Jeans gravitational instability may
be important in cold derlse cores, or that external pressure con filler[lent is ilnportant.
\
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l:ig. 1--- (a) C180 (1-() )illtegratccl illte[lsity lliapofg’hlCl fro~n the .AJrl’&rl’ Ilell I.abs i’11~ alltcl~lia:
1’ sampling; 1.7’ bealn size. The Iowcst contour and tllc contour ilitcrval are 0.4 and 0.2 K km s-l,
rcspcctivcly. “1’hc box rcpresellts the region containing core 1) centered at 1{.4( 1950) = 04h3S’’’420;O;
II K(1950) = 25 °34’50”;
(b) CCS 22 Gl?z total integrated intensity map of Core I) over a .1’ l)y 4’ region, l’hese data arc
taken with the DSN 70-In allterll~a which has an anF, ular resolution of 4.5”; tllc map is Nyquist
salnpled every 24”. ‘1’he first, cc)[itour and contour interval iire 0.075 K klII S-l. “1’he circles at the
top left corners represent tl~e respective antenna beam size.

Fig. 2.- C180 al~cl CCS spectra at the central position in ‘l’l[Cl core D. The CISO and CCS
velocity channel widths are 0.14 and 0.00S km S-*, resl)ectivel~. ‘1’he CCS spcctrurn was smoothed
spatially to a lower resolution of 100” correspc)nding tc) the angular resolution of the Bell I,abs ~-m
antenna.
IPig. 3.- Plotted are all the CCS spectra at 22 GIIz in core 1) taken with tile 70-m a n t e n n a .
The spectra were observed every 24 “ in both north-south and east-west directions; the antenna
beamwidth is 45”. q’he channel width is 0.00S km S-l and tl~c spectra are smoothed to a velocity
resolution of 0.02(5 km S--l.
Fig. 4--- IIigh spectral resolution lines in TMCI core 1)
D12C( 1950) = 25 °34’50”. I’he 22 and 33 GHz profiles are
respectively and are smoothed to 0.02.5 and 0.04 km s–l.
have spectr~l resolutic)lls of 0.04 km s-’, and were taken
120”).

at t}~e pc)sition R.-1( 1950) = 04h38’m42S.0;
sa[nplcd every 0.008 and 0.011 km S-l
The CCS 93 and C34S !36 GHz profiles
with tl~e ;-m antenna (beam resolution

l:ig. 5--- IIigh spectral resolution lines clf CCS and lICi N in ‘1’NICl cc)rc ~) at the position RA(l!3.50)
= 04h38n144’.3; DEC(1950) = 25 °34’14”. The 22 GHz profiles are salnpled every 0.00S km s-l and
arc smoothed to 0.02t5 km s–l. The IIC7N lines show’ three distinct components and the central
and high velocity features are probably composed of t\vo blended velocity components. The HC7h’
frequencies were calculated from the molecular constants and the sl~ift in velocity with respect to
CCS is due to the uncertainties in the frequencies. JVe did not correct the HC7N frequencies to
line up with those of CCS.

Fig. 6.—- CCS position-velocity map of core I) along the S13 to NW direction approximately passing
through the three peaks in Figure lb. Velocity and angular resolutio]ls are 0.025 km s-l and 45”
respectively, but sampled at 0.008 krn S–l and 24”. ‘1’he first contour and interval are 0.15 K and
the rms = 0.04 K. There are eight separate features along this cut with sizes about 45” to 90”.
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rig. 7.-. Goldstonc 70-m CCS intensity spatial-spatial maps of l’ll Cl core D, onc map is shown
forcvery O.O.5 liln s-l velocity interval. ‘l’he contours ale integrals over 0.05 km s-l, and the lowest
contour and contour interval are 0.2 K km s ‘1. Each nlap is centered at R.4(1950) = 04h38’n42s.0;
DEC(1950) = 25 °34’50”. ‘The eight clumps we identify in the CCS data cube are labeled u to h.
The circle at the top left corner represents the beam size.

Fig. s.- a) The s])ectra for CCS at 22 GIIz from the IISN and VLA and the CCS !33 C;IIZ OVRO
spectra at the position of clump g (see Figure 7) arc displayed. ‘] ’he VLA spectrum is that for
the shortest baseline (3000 to S000 A). The OVRO spectra were observed in tllc 15 m baseline.
q’he peak at 6.1 km s-l is clearly resolved at both 22 and 93 [;IIz. ‘1’here is evidence for a second
velocity component at 5.7 km S-l in both spectra. T}le arrows illdicate the velocity (channel) of
the maps shown in (b).
b) VI. A CCS 22 GHz and OVRO CCS 93 GIIz spatial maps for the velocity component 6.00 km
s– 1. The single dish 70 m CCS (22 GHz) map is shown at the top for comparison. The mapped
regions are indicated by boxes. The center of the 70 m map is at the nominal center of Core-1)
as shown in l’igure 7. The spatial resolutions in the J~LA and 0~’RO maps are !Y’x !3”. The first
contour level and interval in the VLA map are 16 m,ly beal[l-”l (0.50 K in T~): the rms noise in
the map is 14 mJy beam--]. The first contour level and interval ill the OVRO map are 120 mJy
beam-l (0.20 K in Tb): the rnls noise in the map is !30 InJy beam- 1. ‘l’he VL.A map shows a strong
condensation at the position of clump g which lnay have two subclulnps. The OVRO 93 GIIz map
of this region traces out several high density clumps. ‘l’he circle at the top left corner of the maps
represents the beam size.

~ig. 9,-. a) ~]le Cs

(2..]) Spe(tIuln observed with

ov]~() ShOWS pro[[]illent emission at 5.7 km S-l,

The corresponding single dish CCS 22 GHz spectrum is also sho~vri for comparison. The arrows
indicate the velocity (channel) of the maps shown in (b).
b) OVRO CS (2-1) map at VI,, = 5.7 km s-1 . The single dish 70 m CCS 22 GIIz map at this
velocity is shown at top. The OVRO map region is indicated by a, box, The center of 70 m map is
at the nominal center c)f core D as shown in Figure 7. The spatial resolution in the OVRO maps is
6“x6”. The lowest contour level and contour interval are 100 mJy beam-l (0.35 K in T~); the rms
noise in the map is 85 mJy beam ‘1. l’l~e CS is concentrated in 3 or 4 small clumps located along
a ridge running NE-SW. The CS feature is located at a position in the single dish CCS map (top
panel) that appears as a bulge. This position probably marks a separate 45” clump that is blended
in this map. The circle at the top left corner of the m;lps represents the beam size.
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